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Abstract

A scheme for integration of a natural lan�
guage interface into a multimodal environ�
ment is presented with emphasis on the syn�
ergetic results that can be achieved� which
are argued to be�
�� Complementary expressiveness�

�� Mutual illumination of language syntax
and semantics�

�� Robust pragmatics and graceful recov�
ery from failed natural language analy�
ses through the rei�cation of discourse
objects to enable user control of dis�
course management�

Introduction

The main point with providing interaction
through multiple modalities in the �rst place
is that the total usability thus obtained is
higher than the usability of each individ�
ual modality� In general� this is true since
certain modalities support the realization of
di�erent types of communicative intentions
with varying degrees of 	appropriateness
�
which will be illustrated� In addition� com�
plementary modalities can serve to mutually
illuminate each other�s characteristics and
limitations if cross�modal translations of ex�
pressions are possible�

Pragmatics and robustness are di�cult
notions to tackle in natural language pro�
cessing NLP�� where robustness generally
follows from the application of sound prag�
matics� It seems almost impossible to for�
malize pragmatics successfully within a nat�
ural language interface NLI� although this
does not seem to be an insurmountable issue
in systems based on 	simpler
 modalities�
such as graphically based direct manipula�
tion interfaces� We will argue that through
making pragmatics more explicit and user�
controlled we can overcome some of the dif�
�culties with handling natural language dis�
course� both ill� and well�formed�

The Role of Natural Language
in Multimodal Interaction

Ever since the earliest days of computational
linguistics� researchers have devoted sub�
stantial e�orts to the development of inter�
active natural language interfaces� Only in
the last few years� the value and naturalness
of the teletype interaction normally taken as
the goal of these projects have been ques�
tioned by NLP researchers� This approach
puts strong emphasis on the self�su�ciency
of typed� natural language as an interaction
mode for all tasks� For example� in a natural
language interface NLI� for database query�
ing� not only would all queries be written

�
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in natural language�� but also meta�tasks
such as inquiring about the competence of
the system� graphical formatting of the data
or perhaps even �le management would be
speci�ed in natural language ����and save

the answer in a �le��� Most existing systems
do draw the line between the intended use
of natural language and coexisting modali�
ties � but normally on a low level� i�e�� the
level where the general graphical� environ�
ment of which the interface is part can be
used� The idea of devoting costly linguis�
tic development to providing an NLI with
the capability of understanding �Make this

window a little bigger� or �Move the mouse

pointer two centimeters to the right� when
there is already a superior way of specifying
this in the graphical environment is an idea
which seems somewhat bizarre�
Instead� we now see the emergence of a

line of research which aims to use the modal�
ity of written or spoken language only as
a component in a larger� multimodal con�
text in order to achieve an 	arti�cial natural�
ness
 in interactive systems �what Oliviero
Stock refers to as the 	third modality of nat�
ural language
 ������
Natural language interaction� even in the

sti�ed form that current NLP technology
can support� has several obvious advantages�
Any interface language has to be learned�
and will be easier to learn if it resembles a
language you are already familiar with� Nat�

uralness is the principal feature of natural
language which distinguishes it from other
modes of interaction� and enables learnabil�
ity of NL�like languages� Interaction which
is natural in this sense can free the user
from having to ponder the lower�level orga�
nization and processing of data� This nat�
uralness extends to the provision of expres�
sive constructs for e�g�� quanti�cation� nega�
tion and contextual references� which are
not easy to �nd natural realizations of in
other� more arti�cial languages� Ambigu�

�Although certain types of information retrieval
tasks could certainly be performed more e�ciently
by e�g�� browsing or keyword searches�

ity� vagueness� metonymy� and metaphor are
other features of natural languages which en�
able us to communicate e�ciently� which are
not easily incorporated into non�natural lan�
guages�

Successful exploitation of these linguistic
phenomena require 	natural natural langu�
age
� i�e�� interaction where communicative
intentions are not only conveyed through lit�
eral meaning of words� but through refer�
ences to the surrounding context� relations
to previous discourse� gestures� prosody� re�
lying on mutual knowledge and so on� Is the
teletype approach realistic in implicitly� as�
suming that we can do without these dimen�
sions of communication without sacri�cing
e�cient interaction�

Interestingly enough� Wizard�of�Oz�style
user studies of mock�up NLP systems Dahl�
b�ack and J�onsson� ����� ����� have shown
that the type of language typically used
when communicating with an alleged com�
puter is impoverished with respect to gram�
mar� dialogue� use of contextual references
and relying on mutual knowledge� The con�
clusion of these studies is that the limited
functionality of NLP systems currently ex�
isting and to be developed in the foreseeable
future is still useful� So why indeed incor�
porate natural language into a multimodal
interface in the �rst place� Because less nat�
ural interfaces are more di�cult to learn�
Users participating in Wizard�of�Oz evalu�
ations may stick to a simplistic register�

which ful�lls their needs� but it will always
happen to be the right register� because of
the adaptability of the wizard� which a real
NLI will lack� We believe that integration
of natural language interaction into a mul�
timodal framework can compensate for this
lack of �exibility� and also stimulate the user
to a more discourse�oriented� incremental
way of interacting � in contrast to the ob�
served retrograde behaviour in the Wizard�
of�Oz studies� More speci�cally� an NLI in�
tegrated with alternate modalities can�

�A variety of language according to use�



Figure �� Visual language query

We shall not delve into the details of the
syntax and semantics of visual languages
of this sort� what the expressive power is
and how easy they are to learn� Su�ce to
say� this type of visual query would typi�
cally be constructed by choosing the three
entity icons corresponding to noun phrases
above and then linking them together with
the appropriate relations� corresponding to
verbs� Operators such as the universal quan�
ti�er can then be applied to the expression�
with well�de�ned 	edit semantics
� Graph�
ical representations of quanti�ers are not
trivial to design� but the above mentioned
visual languages all have innovative mecha�
nisms to deal with quanti�cation� Their ease
of use remain to be evaluated empirically�
These visual languages are certainly sig�

ni�cantly more formal than natural lan�
guage� In fact� they can be seen as visual
notations for a logical language� However�
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they have some other interesting properties
as well� Since actions and objects are ex�
plicit� it is almost impossible to generate an
expression with illegal syntax or semantics�
Choices and actions are easily reversible� so
that the user can incrementally work until
the desired result has been obtained� In gen�
eral� the interaction in a visual language in�
terface is much more guided than in a con�
versational interface� For instance� in the
above example� one could imagine that the
relationships 	sell
 and 	supply
 with cor�
responding entities were selected by means
of the user navigating through a concept
graph representing the universe of discourse�
marking the objects of interest� This is a
highly interactive mode of communication�
which may not be suitable for the experi�
enced user who wants to input as much in�
formation as possible in one 	chunk
� who
knows exactly what to say and how to say
it� Also� as noted above� complex quan�
ti�cational� information may have very con�
cise natural language formulations which are
hard to match in a visual language� since�
as Cohen et al� ����� ����� point out�
visual languages are best suited for selec�
tion and manipulation of expressions which
directly lends themselves to visualizations�
e�g�� in the form of icons� whereas natural
language excels when it comes to indirect�
abstract descriptions of information� Per�
ceptually grounded characteristics of visual
languages� such as size� colour� relative loca�
tion etc� are of course interesting to exploit
whenever possible as in ACORD� Bes and
Guillotin� ������ but we are here concerned
with visual languages that can express more
abstract information�
Most existing visual languages are much

simpler than the ones discussed above� Nor�
mally� there is no way of reference through
speci�cation of properties� only through ex�
plicit selection of a graphical object� In a
GUI provided with a typical operating sys�
tem� one �le icon means one �le� and two
hundred �le icons could perhaps happen to
cover all the �les on the disk� but there is no

expression equivalent to 	all the �les on the
disk
 in this type of simplistic language� Of
course� in these cases� the virtues of natu�
ral language become even more important�
However� cross�modal translation of arbi�
trary expressions becomes impossible in all
but the most trivial cases� and we will as�
sume the existence of a visual language with
relatively high expressive power to achieve
the synergy e�ects of multimodal integration
that we discuss in this paper� Less expres�
sive visual languages may still provide for
some lesser� degree of synergy�

Mutual Illumination of
Language Characteristics

Natural language systems are opaque to the
user� it is not obvious what language they
actually handle� The main problem with
natural language interaction is how to teach
the user the language the system uses� Nat�
ural language systems generally are uncoop�
erative in this respect�
Humans have a natural tendency to mi�

mic their counterparts� language Ray and
Webb� ����� Levelt and Kelter ����� Isaacs
and Clark� ����� Fussell and Krauss� �����
������ This can be exploited in the de�
sign of interactive systems Brennan� �����
Zoltan�Ford� ����� Karlgren ����� and has
been used in the implementation of IBM
SAA LanguageAccess Sanamrad and Bre�
tan� ������ for its Model Help Component�
when users posed queries about a term in the
lexicon� the Model Help Component output
sentences in which the term was used� as a
way of familiarizing the user with the con�
tent of the conceptual model and of the cov�
erage of the grammar Petrovi�c� ������
In short� the solution to the problem of the

non�transparency of natural language sys�
tems� linguistic competence is to use natu�
ral mechanisms of the user to have the user
learn the system competence� If the sys�
tem produces the kind of language it under�
stands� the users will pick it up and recy�
cle it� This kind of solution may prove un�
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wieldy in a pure teletype environment� how�
ever� Generating paraphrases and spurious
natural language feedback may produce too
much feedback text for it to have any e�ect�
Similar learning problems can be sus�

pected to arise in a visual language environ�
ment� since there are no naturally dedicated
mechanisms of learning the manipulation of
visual symbols and graphs to rely on� as in
the case of natural language� An indication
of what problems may show up is an empiri�
cal result which shows that users have more
trouble remembering icons than command
names Black and Moran� ������
In a multimodal environment we can make

use of both mechanisms� and use one to
teach the workings of the other� Assume
that the type of visual expression exempli�
�ed in �gure � can be translated into a log�
ical form of the same type as the ones a
natural language interface uses as internal
representations��� Provided that the natural
and visual language processors include gen�
eration as well as analysis components this
makes it possible for visual expressions to
be paraphrased in natural language and vice
versa� shedding light on the way one would
use the other modality to express the same
message� For instance� the visual query in
�gure � could be paraphrased by the nat�
ural language sentence �Show me the de�

partments���� which would indicate to the
user a way of formulating queries in the
NLI� Preferably this paraphrasing is done by
means of a bidirectional analysis�generation
grammar framework such as in the Core
Language Engine� Alshawi ����� to guaran�
tee that the language that is generated is
actually accepted by the analysis phase�
This translation establishes links between

natural language words and phrases on the
one hand and visual language objects on the
other� Since the visual language is closely
modelled around the internal representation

�This is a reasonable assumption as long as the
visual interface and NLP system have a way of mod�
elling the domain in common� such as a conceptual

schema�

language that underlies all user� and system�
generated expressions regardless of which
modality they originally were formulated
in�� some of the opacity obscuring how the
natural language processor actually 	under�
stands
 the user input is dispersed�

Interactive natural language systems of�
ten echo back to the user a natural language
paraphrase of the interpretation of the user�s
utterance for con�rmation� and possibly also
disambiguation which in the simplest case is
done through the selection of one out of sev�
eral di�erent paraphrases�� This gives the
user some possibilities for control of the in�
terpretation process� but no possibilities for
modi�cation� Say� for instance� that an al�
most correct interpretation of a sentence was
produced� The only way to obtain the cor�
rect one is to reformulate the entire ques�
tion which the user may or may not man�
age to do so that the system can process it
correctly��

A similar situation is where a follow�up
question or assertion needs to be made�
which involves the same or almost the same
concepts and relationships as in the previ�
ous utterance� In a visual language which
reveals more of the internal representations
than natural language does� such modi�ca�
tions are likely to be much smaller since
syntax is simpli�ed� while semantics remains
equally powerful�� and what is more impor�
tant� they can be performed incrementally
through direct manipulation of the visual ex�
pression� In such a framework we envisage
translating a natural language expression or
parts of it� into a directly manipulable form
thus enabling incremental communication�
Of course� at any point it should be pos�
sible to translate the modi�ed visual expres�
sion back into natural language� so that its
meaning can be expressed in more accessible
terms�
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Discourse Management and
Cross�Modal Natural Language

Analysis Recovery

Due to the restricted linguistic competence
of current NLP systems� analysis failures are
common� This should not be regarded as
an anomaly� Natural discourse between hu�
mans is also rife with analysis failures and
misunderstandings on di�erent levels of lin�
guistic processing� These failures seldom
lead to failures in discourse� but are start�
ing points for further dialogue� The crucial
point is that natural dialogue is not only in�
teractive but also incremental� � a struc�
ture which human�computer dialogue in to�
day�s systems does not support� In human�
human conversation� both parties take the
responsibility to maintain this incremental�
ity�
A problem with human�machine dialogue

can be framed as the 	one�shot
�problem�
systems expect users to pose queries in one
go� rather than discuss a topic until consen�
sus is reached� This is not a natural way of
using natural language� The whole premise
that a user would be able to frame a query
with a well�de�ned content in terms of the
system knowledge base without a discourse
context is alien to the nature of natural lan�
guage � one�shot dialogues occur rarely in
natural discourse�

As a special case of the fact that users ex�
pect little linguistic competence from com�
puter systems� Malhotra� ����� Thomp�
son� ����� Wachtel� ����� Guindon �����
Kennedy et al ����� user expectations on the
discourse competence of computer systems is
low� The dialogue between user and system
can be modelled by an exceedingly simple di�
alogue grammar� by examining the discourse
structure in the material obtained by care�
fully designed Wizard�of�Oz studies� This
can be explained by a fundamental asym�
metry of beliefs between user and system as
posed by Aravind Joshi ������ Users do

�As pointed out by Victor Zue�

not expect computer systems to carry on a
coherent discourse� but� on the contrary� ex�
pect to take full responsibility for the dis�
course management themselves�
This expectation can be utilized to aid

user interaction� The system will have to
produce such information to the user that
will support user decision making by dis�
playing as much as possible of the system�s
knowledge structures� This is still just one�
shot from the system�s point of view� what
it does in this scenario is simply to leave the
responsibility to maintain dialogue structure
to its users� and as an aid to the users�
give them a good basis for making decisions
about where to go� One approach to how
this is done ismumbling Karlgren� in prepa�
ration� or commenting Claassen et al ������
both involving output of natural language
for the user to inspect� There is considerable
risk that such approaches produce too much
information� as already was noted in the pre�
vious section� In a multi�modal framework�
there is a better chance of keeping the out�
put within reasonable limits�
Failures to analyse an utterance in human�

machine discourse should analogously be
taken as situations where the user can learn
something about which constructions are
correctly processed and which are not� This
learning process is automatic in humans� but
needs to be supported by the system provid�
ing as much information as possible about
the system�s linguistic competence� This is
what humans do in normal discourse� and
the recovery of failed analyses can be re�
garded as a special case of normal discourse
management and feedback�
For instance� if a sentence cannot be rec�

ognized as such� normally there are sev�
eral parts of it that are recognized as noun
phrases� verb phrases etc� How can this in�
formation be presented to the user in a com�
prehensive manner� In the CLARE system
Alshawi et al ����� a 	segmented
 version
of the sentence is presented to the user indi�
cating what partial constituents were recog�
nized� For example� the sentence



Figure �� Visual language query fragments

ported a 	close�to
 relation that could con�
nect the two entities� creating the intended
interpretation� the �nal visual query could
subsequently be paraphrased in natural lan�
guage as�

What colleges are close to

the centre of the city�

And the user would have learned about a
limitation in the linguistic coverage of the
system and a way to get around it�
One central feature of the multimodal dis�

course model is that it supports the incre�
mental nature of natural discourse through
the persistence of discourse objects� The
objects can be made visible and accessible
for subsequent discourse turns� keeping them
in attentional focus available as potential
discourse sponsors of referring expressions�
In 	real
 dialogue we of course have other
mechanisms of keeping discourse objects on
top of the focus stack � the point is that
there must be ways to achieve changes in
attentional focus in dialogue� Linguistic ob�
jects which do not give rise to discourse ob�
jects that are kept in focus will decay and
disappear as possible antecedents to refer�
ring expressions relatively quickly� so multi�
modality o�ers an extra dimension of man�
aging the focus stack� Susann LuperFoy
����� describes how discourse objects and
linguistic objects di�er� One consequence of
this di�erence is that they support di�erent
kinds of referring expressions� For instance�
de�nite NPs are naturally discourse spon�
sored� whereas anaphoric pronouns tend to
be linguistically sponsored� So� an object in�
troduced into the discourse model through
the visual modality normally does not spon�



Figure �� Visual answer

A follow�up question could then refer to
these colleges� or a subset constrained as
speci�ed by the user� for instance through
some type of pointing gesture Kobsa et

al� ����� describe how to interpret di�er�
ent types of deictic pointing gestures�� This
gesture could be temporally synchronized
with the follow�up query complementing or
substituting a referring expression�� which
would correspond to how pointing normally
works in real�life discourse� But this type of
gesture could have a more general function
if we allow it to constitute a marking of the
entities of interest to the user � the current
attentional focus� This action could then
precede a segment of natural language dis�
course� allowing for subsequent non�gestural
deictic expressions�

What are the addresses of these�

The demonstrative would then be sponsored
by antecedents on the focus stack introduced
in the graphical modality� In fact� de�nite
NP references� which are directly or indi�
rectly discourse sponsored� would be possi�
ble to interpret the same way� as in�

�Nigay and Coutaz ������ refer to this type of
concurrent� multimodal interaction as synergistic�
and also point out that such systems� while pow�
erful� require a sophisticated technical architecture�

What are the addresses�

Haddock ����� also suggests enabling user
control of attentional focus� through mouse
clicks and enlarging and reducing graphical
objects� Cohen et al ����� achieve a similar
e�ect through presenting a menu with enti�
ties that can be put in focus together with
the answer to user queries�
We have now approached the notion of

foregrounding or thematization in theoret�
ical pragmatics� Some human languages
have syntactic constructions that follow the
topic�comment or given�new distinction rea�
sonably closely� whereas in other languages
the distinction is made by di�erent means�
In multimodal discourse this distinction will
seem very natural� the user 	sets the stage
�
or puts entities on top of the focus stack by
calling them forth � either by direct manip�
ulation or by requesting them through ver�
bal commands � and then produces a com�
ment about them� again by either modality�

Conclusions

We have discussed a framework for mul�
timodal intergration of a visual language
modality with natural language analysis and
generation� with emphasis on the synergetic
results that can be achieved� rather than on
implementation details� The framework in�
cludes a visual language with a high expres�
sive power close to �rst order logic� and a
cross�modal translation mechanism� Special
attention has been payed to how to address
problems with robustness and pragmatics
through unconventional methods which aim
to enable user control of the discourse man�
agement process� The ideas described here
will be put to use in a number of di�erent
multimodal projects at SICS starting this
fall� where the NLP component employed
probably will be the Core Language Engine�
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